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Product Introduction
The MultiFlow range of AC/DC hybrid pumps are fitted with a permanent magnet and brushless motor 

which enables the e�icient use of energy from a wide range of supply options. The pump system o�ers 

the perfect water supply solution in remote areas where water is scarce and utility power supply is 

non-existent or unreliable. The motor is water filled and poses no pollution risk to drinking water. The 

controller is inside the motor to make the system easier to install and more reliable. The controller has 

MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracking) functionality for optimal solar power generation. 

Features

- Water-cooled motor. This poses no pollution risk to drinking water

- Brushless DC motor

- Integrated built-in controller with MPPT & DSP technology

- Flexibility in terms of power supply and solar panel configurations

- Can be powered from mains and/or power generators (additional to solar)

- Flexible power options enable day and night time pumping

- Two year warranty
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Features and Benefits

Dry-running protection
In order to prevent the pump running dry (without water), the MultiFlow’s built-in controller intelligently 
detects the water level. When the water level drops below the water inlet, the pump controller will 
automatically cut o� power supply. The controller will then try to test-start again a�er about 30 
seconds. This function protects the motor from damage caused by over heating due to running dry. 
If the pump runs dry more than 3 times the controller will shi� into a long-time protection state for 30 
minutes before re-starting again. To disable the long-term protection function cut o� power supply 
manually, wait 2 minutes and then manually re-start the pump.

High e�iciency
The MultiFlow range is equipped with permanent magnet, DC brushless motors as oppose to asynchro-
nous motors. This o�ers more e�icient and stable output power. Internal motor windings enable a more 
stable magnetic field. Intelligent frequency conversion controls the motor’s speed according to the 
power input and load.
Motor parameters: Speed Range: 500 to 6000 RPM. Power Range: 370 to 3000 Watts. 
Maximum Current: 9 Amps. AC/DC Hybrid power input.

Over-voltage and under-voltage protection
Under unstable power supply conditions the intelligent controller cuts o� the power due to its interfer-
ence protection components. It is recommended to install a lightning arrester if operating in areas prone 
to electrical storms.

Overload and over-current protection
When voltage surges overload protection contractor in the controller opens, cutting o� the power. The 
controller then tries self-start several times every 20 seconds until voltage is stabilized.

High temperature protection
To avoid extreme motor heating the control system cuts o� power when motor temperature reaches 
120 ̊  C (248 ̊ F). The controller then restarts when the temperature drops to below 120 ̊ C (248 ̊ F).

MPPT Function
The Maximum Power Point Tracking function optimises power generation from the PV array. 

Motor So� Start
The motor used is equipped with an intelligent variable frequency converter / so� starter program. On 
startup the power required is less than 100W and current is below 0.15A. This means any external 
contractors, power disconnecters and sensors/switches must be rated 100W or less. As the operation 
continues, operating power is gradually increased until motor reaches its maximum speed. 
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Pump Installation

     Make sure the power supply is 
                                               disconnected during installation

Pump can be installed both vertically and horizontally, but the outlet should never be below the hori-

zontal line. Minimum head of 10% more than max pump head must be granted.

Parameters:

- Well diameter must be equal to or greater than 4”

- Submersion depth must be less than 150m

To reduce noise transmission it is advised to use plastic pipes. The pump must always be secured in the 

well with a special rope attached to the loop on the pump head. Do not to install the pump in the well 

by only using the electric cable, its integrity must be preserved in all steps. During operation the pump 

suction must always remain at least 1.5 meter below the dynamic water level. 

min 1.5 m

Do not install the pump in the borehole by 
only using the electric cable. 

Secure the pump using the correct rope and 
tighten to the baseplate. 

Yes

No
Horizontal line
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Pump Installation for DC Power Supply (Solar)

The MultiFlow pumps can be installed with or without an external controller (optional 
plug-in). All overload, over-voltage and dry running protection functions are integrated 
into the built-in controller. 

Benefits of a DC installation
- Simple Installation. All solar modules in SERIES up to wattage limit. See specs page 8.
- Low maintenance. (Remember to keep PV modules clean).
- Solar power gives the best return on investment.

The protective circuit incorporated in the motor’s electronic unit cuts the power when 
the pump is running dry or other similar situations. Pump power can also be manually 
switched o� in case of pump maintenance or if no water is needed.
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1. MultiFlow Pump

2. PV Modules

3. Tank

4. Float Switch
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POWER

FLOAT SWITCH

Wiring Method

FLOAT SWITCH A AC: L1
DC: +
DC: -

    L2
      -
      +

FLOAT SWITCH B

WARNING: The wire of float switch A cannot connect 
power chord (L1, L2). This will damage the pump. 

The pump will not be under warranty if not installed correctly!

Use 4mm submersible cable for 0 - 60m head
Use 6 mm submersible cable for 61 to 150m head

Minimum VOC: 60VDC

Maximum VOC: 400VDC



Pump Installation for AC Power Supply

The MultiFlow pumps can be installed with or without an external sensor (optional 
plug-in). All overload, over-voltage and dry running protection functions are integrated 
into the built-in controller. 

Benefits of AC powered installation
- Run on mains or a generator
- Can pump during the day and at night

The protective circuit incorporated in the motor’s electronic unit cuts the power when the 
pump is running dry or other similar situations. Pump power can also be manually 
switched o� in case of pump maintenance or if no water is needed.
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1. MultiFlow Pump

2. Electrical Mains or Generator

3. Tank

4. Float Switch

or
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POWER

FLOAT SWITCH

Wiring Method

FLOAT SWITCH A AC: L1
DC: +
DC: -

    L2
      -
      +

FLOAT SWITCH B

WARNING: The wire of float switch A cannot connect 
power chord (L1, L2). This will damage the pump. 

The pump will not be under warranty if not installed correctly!

Use 4mm submersible cable for 0 - 60m head
Use 6 mm submersible cable for 61 to 150m head
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1. MultiFlow Pump

2. PV Modules

3. Electrical mains or Generator

4. Tank

5. Float Switch

Pump Installation for Hybrid AC/DC Supply

The MultiFlow pumps can be installed with or without an external sensor (optional plug-in). 
All overload, over-voltage and dry running protection functions are integrated into the 
built-in controller. 

Benefits of Hybrid AC/DC Installation
- Run on solar, mains or a generator (The intelligent controller enables this)
- Low maintenance. Keep PV modules clean
- All solar modules in SERIES up to wattage limit 
- Solar power gives the best return on investment
- Intelligent controller enables pumping when there is no sun

Intelligent Controller

AC DC PUMP

or

5
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POWER

FLOAT SWITCH

Wiring Method

NO NEED FOR WIRE AC: L1
DC: +
DC: -

    L2
      -
      +

WARNING: The wire of float switch A cannot connect 
power chord (L1, L2). This will damage the pump. 

The pump will not be under warranty if not installed correctly!

Use 4mm submersible cable for 0 - 60m head
Use 6 mm submersible cable for 61 to 150m head

Minimum VOC: 60VDC

Maximum VOC: 400VDC



Pump Specs, Flows and PV Module Configurations

MultiFlow Octa 80
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MultiFlow Duo 160
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MultiFlow Pen 120
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Safety Instructions

We strongly suggest that the installer reads this operation manual very carefully before using and 
installing the products. Any operation (installation, maintenance and repair) must be carried out by 
a trained, skilled and qualified professional. Failure to observe and follow instruction of this manual 
may result in fatal electric shock. 

The unit must be connected to the power 
supply by a switch. Ensure complete visual 
disconnection (separation) from the line 
before any operation.

Disconnect the unit from the power supply 
before any operation.

Do not remove the cover of the smart control-
ler and the cable guard without having dis-
connected the unit from the power supply 
and having waited at least 5 minutes.

Hybrid AC/DC Solar Submersible Pumps and 
pump system must be grounded properly 
before operation.

Do not start the pump for any reason if not 
completely immersed in water. 
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